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Free Summer Movie Series Returns To Infinity Park

Sunset: Moviegoers enjoy the free summer movies shown on the jumbo screen at Infinity Park.
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tography, sound editing and a “wildcard” frozen smoothies, coffee and Hawaiian
If you’re looking for something fun and factor, which Ben Todd of Brigand Pic- shaved ice, and a Monday Movie Madness
free to do with the family this summer, tures describes as “that something about favorite, the Denver Cupcake Truck returns
then pack up a blanket and the family and the film that is terrific, but doesn’t neces- with delicious and movie-themed cupfriends to enjoy a movie under the stars at sarily fall into one of the judging cate- cakes.
Infinity Park in Glendale. The increasingly gories.”
Monday Movie Madness sponsors will
popular 7th annual Monday Movie Madness
For July 7, voters in the Viewer’s Choice also be on-site offering giveaways and fun
Series continues in July and August with contest held in May selected the favorite activities for movie fans, including Exempla
free movies on the jumbo screen at Infinity classic movie Big starring Tom Hanks. An- Pinnacle Orthopedic Associates, Glendale
Park in the stadium. Fans who attended the other classic favorite, Mary Poppins, chosen YMCA, Whole Foods, Doctors Express, Core
June movie nights have enjoyed the addi- by voters will show on July 21. August 4 Power and Garbanzo. Additional sponsors
tion of the winning short movie screening will be Willie Wonka and the Chocolate Factory include 1st Bank, Butler Rents, Alphagraphics
from Brigand Pictures and Infinity Park’s with the last movie of the season, The Prin- Denver/Littleton, xfinity, Hyatt Place and Tur“Indie Short Movie Contest” shown prior cess Bride showing on August 18 to close the ner Construction.
to the featured movies.
series.
The gates to the stadium at Infinity Park
A panel of judges scored the short
Fans can expect a fun-filled evening open at 7 p.m., so fans can find their favmovie entries from around the world in complete with prize giveaways, delicious orite spot on the field before the movie
seven different categories including act- food for sale on-site from Lil’Henry’s in- starts at 8 p.m.

